Detecting code clones is crucial in various software engineering tasks. In particular, code clone detection can have significant uses in the context of analyzing and fixing bugs in large scale applications. However, prior works, such as machine learning-based clone detection, may cause a considerable amount of false positives. In this paper, we propose Twin-Finder, a novel, closed-loop approach for pointer-related code clone detection that integrates machine learning and symbolic execution techniques to achieve precision. Twin-Finder introduces a clone verification mechanism to formally verify if two clone samples are indeed clones and a feedback loop to automatically generated formal rules to tune machine learning algorithm and further reduce the false positives. Our experimental results show that Twin-Finder can swiftly identify up 9× more code clones comparing to a treebased clone detector, Deckard and remove an average 91.69% false positives.
I. INTRODUCTION
With rapid rise in software sizes and complexity, analyzing and fixing bugs in large scale applications is becoming increasingly critical. Similar code fragments are common in large code bases [16] , [6] . Detecting such code fragments, usually referred as code clones, is crucial in various software engineering tasks, such as vulnerability discovery, refactoring and plagiarism detection. Prior works that use subsequence matching [5] have shown good performance in detecting textbased similar code clones. They have limited scalability since the pairwise string or tree comparison is expensive in large code bases. Code clone detection using machine learning approaches, such as clustering algorithms, improves the previous stringmatching based clone detections. However, this may still cause a considerable amount of false positives.
In this paper, we introduce a novel clone detection approach, Twin-Finder, that is designed for better clone detection. Our approach uses domain-specific knowledge for code clone analysis, which can be used to detect code clone samples spanning non-contiguous and intertwined code base in software applications. We design and demonstrate our framework for pointer-related code clone detection, as pointers and pointerrelated operations widely exist in real-world applications [7] and often cause security bugs, detecting such pointer-specific code clones are of great significance.
To verify the robustness of detection, we design a clone verification mechanism using symbolic execution (SE) that formally verifies if the two clone samples are indeed true code clones. Existing works have reported that the false positives from code clone detection are inevitable and human efforts are still needed for further verification and tuning detection algorithms [16] . To automate this verification process, we introduce a feedback loop using formal analysis. We compare the Abstract Syntax Trees (AST) representing two code clone samples if we observe they have different memory safety conditions. We add numerical weight to the feature vectors corresponding to the two code clone samples, based on the outputs from the tree comparison. Finally, we exponentially recalculate the distances among feature vectors to reduce the false positives admitted from code clone detection.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: • We propose Twin-Finder, a pointer-related code clone detection framework. Twin-Finder can automatically identify related codes from large code bases and perform code clone detection. • Twin-Finder leverages program slicing to remove irrelevant codes and isolate analysis targets to find noncontiguous and intertwined clones. Our evaluation demonstrates that Twin-Findercan detect up to 9× more clones comparing to Deckard. • Twin-Finder deploys formal analysis to perform a closedloop operation. In particular, Twin-Finder introduces a clone verification mechanism to formally verify if two clone samples are indeed clones and a feedback loop to tune code clone detection algorithm and further reduce an average 91.69% false positives.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND MOTIVATION A. Challenges
Assuming we want to detect code clones for pointer-related code clones, existing code clone detection approaches are inefficient for this purpose, due to the considerable amount of pointer-irrelevant codes coupled with the target pointers. Even most advanced deep learning approaches currently fail to extract clone samples where pointer-related codes are intertwined with other codes. Another issue from current clone detection approaches is that they cannot guarantee zero false positives. To eliminate false positives, it always requires human efforts for further verification. If we can eliminate the false positives
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B. Motivating Example
We use real-world false positive and true positive samples in sphinx3 from SPEC2006 benchmark reported from a tree-based code clone detector DECKARD [5] as motiving examples. First, we give the formal definition of false positive which is defined in Definition 1. Definition 1. False Positives. In this paper, we define false positives occur if a code clone pair is identified as code clones by code clone detection, but two clone samples share different bound safety constraints in terms of pointer analysis.
Conventional clone detections, such as combining treebased approach with machine learning techniques, introduce a code similarity measurement S and transfer the code into intermediate representations (e.g. Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs)) to detect more code clones. This can help to detect clones that are not identical but still sharing a similar code structure. Consider the true positive example in Figure 1 , in tree-based clone detection, two source files are first parsed and converted into Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs), where all identifier names and literal values are replaced by AST nodes. For example, the initialization and exit conditions in for loops are replaced as Assignment, BinaryOp, UnaryOp and so on. Then a tree pattern is generated from post-order tree traversal. After, a pairwise tree pattern comparison can be used to detect such clones. In Figure 2 we plot the ASTs for these two clone samples correspondingly. Both ASTs share a common tree pattern with only three different nodes appeared in the first code sample. It is clear to see that the first code sample has an extra function call fprintf compared to the second code sample. If we relax the code similarity threshold, these two code samples are identified as code clones.
To proceed with a dependency analysis process, variables{i, j, mdef − > n_sseq, mdef _n_emit_state(mdef )} are identified as pointer-related variables (that can potentially affect the value of pointers) for target pointer {mdef − > sseq} in the first example (second code example is applied with the same procedure). However, fprintf cannot affect any values of those variables. Thus, the bound safety conditions can be simply derived as these two equations. 
respectively. As we can see, they are identical because the conditions differ only in variable names. Thus, they are true positives as they share the same pointer safety conditions. Even though a relaxed code similarity is able to detect such clones, it can also introduce a considerable amount of false positives. Figure 3 illustrates one false positive example detected in sphinx3 from SPEC2006 benchmark. Two for loops are identified as code clones under a certain code similarity threshold. Figure 4 shows the ASTs generated from those two code samples respectively. As we can see, they indeed share a common tree pattern but with 2 different nodes in shady color. Even though they are not identical, they still can be identified as similar looking code clones if we relax the code similarity threshold. Assuming the target pointers for analysis are active and list, we first obtain pointer related variables through dependency analysis. It is easy to see that a solely variable j is related to pointer active but two variables {i, lextree− > n_active} are related to list. Thus, the bound safety conditions are deemed different. As mentioned in Definition 1, these two code clones will be defined as false positives since they do not share the same safety conditions.
III. SYSTEM DESIGN
In this section, we present details of our Twin-finder and show how our system is designed. Two main components of Twin-Finder are shown in Figure 5 , namely Domain Specific Slicing and Closed-loop Code Clone Detection.
A. Domain Specific Slicing
For pointer analysis, only some certain types of variables are related to the target pointer for further consideration, which can affect the base, offset or bound information of this pointer (such as array index, pointer increment and other similar types of variables). Here, we name such variables as pointer-related variables. Analyzing only pointers in the programs requires unrelated codes to be discarded automatically. However, this selection of relevant codes requires the knowledge of control flow and dependency of data among pointer-related variables to be taken into account. To address this problem, Twin-Finder first performs dependency analysis of the code and deploy program slicing to isolate pointer related code in three steps: 1) Pointer Selection. Given a source code of a program, we utilize the static code analysis to select all the pointers and collect related information from the code, including variable name, pointer declaration type (e.g. global variables, local variables or structures) and the location in the code (defined and used in which function). The types of selected pointers consist of the pointers/arrays defined as local/global variables, the elements of structures and function parameters. We generate a pointer list for each program through such pointer selection process, denoted as P trList = {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p m }, where p i represents a target pointer for further analysis (for i = 1, . . . , m). 2) Dependency Analysis and Lightweight Tainting A directed dependency graph DG = (N , E) is created for each pointer p i within the function where it is originally declared. The nodes of the graph N represent the identifiers in the function and edges E represent the dependency between nodes, which reflects array indexing, assignments between identifiers and parameters of functions. As soon as the dependency graph is constructed, we start with the target pointer p i and traverse the dependency graph to discover all pointer-related variables in both top-down and bottom-up directions. This tainting propagation process stops at function boundaries. In the end, we generate the pointer-related variable list
where v i represents a pointer-related variable for pointer p i . 3) Isolating Code through Slicing. We use both forward and backward program slicing to isolate code into pointerisolated code. Given a pointer-related variable list V = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n } for a target pointer p i , we first make use of backward slicing: we construct a backward slice on each variable v i ∈ V at the end of the function and slice backwards to only add the statements into slice iff there is data dependency as v i is on left-hand side of assignments or parameter of functions, which can potentially affect the value of v i , in the slice. Whenever v i is in a loop (e.g. while/f or loop) or if − else/switch branches, forward slicing is then used to add those control dependency statements to the slice.
B. Code Clone Detection
Twin-Finder leverages a tree-based code clone detection approach, which is originally proposed by Jiang et al. [5] . We adopt the notions of code similarity, feature vectors and other related definitions from previous work [5] . We deploy such method on the top of our domain specific slicing module to only detect code clones among pointer isolated codes.
1) Definitions: We first formally give the several definitions used in our code clone detection module.
Definition 2. Code Similarity.
Given two Abstract Syntax Trees (AST) T 1 and T 2 , which are representing two code fragments, the code similarity S between them is defined as: 
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S is the number of shared nodes in T 1 and T 2 ; {L : [t 1 , t 2 , .., t n ], R : [t 1 , t 2 , .., t m ]} are the different nodes between two trees, where t i represents a single AST node.
.., v n ) in the Euclidean space is generated from a sub-AST, corresponding to a code fragment, where each v i represents a specific type of AST nodes and is calculated by counting the occurrences of corresponding AST node types in the sub-AST.
Given an AST tree T , we perform a post-order traversal of T to generate vectors for its subtrees. Vectors for a subtree are summed up from its constituent subtrees.
2) Clone Detection: Given a group of feature vectors, we utilize Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [4] and near-neighbor querying algorithm based on the euclidean distance between two vectors to cluster a vector group Suppose two feature vectors V i and V j representing two code fragments C i and C j respectively. The code size (the total number of AST nodes) are denoted as S(C i ) and S(C j ). The euclidean distance between V i and V j are denoted as E([V i ; V j ]) Then, given a feature vector group V , the threshold can be simplified as 2(1 − S) × min v∈V ∈ S(v), where we use vector sizes to approximate tree sizes. The S is the code similarity metric defined from Equation 2(we omit the details of how this threshold is derived. We refer readers to [5] ). Thus, code fragments C i and C j will be clustered together as code clones under a given code similarity
C. Clone Verification
To formally check if the code clones detected by Twin-Finder are indeed code clones in terms of pointer memory safety, we propose a clone verification mechanism and utilize symbolic execution as our verification tool.
1) Recursive Sampling: To improve the coverage of code clone samples in the clusters, we propose a recursive sampling procedure to select clone samples for clone verification.
First, we randomly divide one cluster into several smaller clusters. Then we pick random code clone samples from each smaller cluster center and cluster boundary. After, we employ symbolic execution in selected samples for further clone verification. Note that the code clone samples are pointer isolated code generated from program slicing. Since symbolic execution requires the code completeness, we map the code clone samples to the original source code locations to perform symbolic execution.
2) Clone Verification: Clustering algorithm cannot offer any guarantees in terms of ensuring safe pointer access from all detected code clones. It is possible that two code fragments are clustered together, but have different bound safety conditions, especially if we use a smaller code similarity. To further improve the clone detection accuracy of Twin-finder, we design a clone verification method to check whether the code clone samples are true clones.
Let X = {p 1 , p 2 , ..., p n } be a finite set of pointer-related variables as symbolic variables, while symbolic executing a program all possible paths, each path maintains a set of constraints called the path conditions which must hold on the execution of that path. First, we define an atomic condition, AC(), over X is in the form of f (p 1 , p 2 , ..., p n ), where f is a function that performs the integer operations on O ∈ {>, <, ≥, ≤, =}. Similarly, a condition over X can be a Boolean combination of path conditions over X.
Definition 4. Constraints. An execution path can be represented as a sequence of basic blocks. Thus, path conditions can be computed as AC
(b 0 ) ∧ AC(b 1 )... ∧ AC(b n ) where each AC(b i ) in AC()
represents a sequence of atomic condition in the basic block b n . For the case of involving multiple execution paths, the final constraints will be the union of all path conditions.
Example. Back to the example mentioned in Figure 1 . The code fragment of function sphinx3::dict2pid_dump includes two for loops, representing two basic blocks (b 1 , b 2 ). Thus, there are two paths in this code fragment. For the first for loop, we can derive an atomic condition AC(b 1 ) = {i < length(mdef − > sseq)}. Similarly, we can get the second condition of the second for loop as AC(b 2 ) = {j < length( * mdef − > sseq)}. Finally, the path conditions for this code can be computed as
Give a clone pair sampled from the previous step, we perform symbolic execution from beginning to the end of clone samples in original source code based on the locations information (line numbers of code). The symbolic executor is used to explore all the possible paths existing in the code fragment. We collect all the possible constraints(defined in Definition 4) for each clone sample after symbolic execution is terminated. Then the verification process is straightforward. A constraint solver can be used to check the satisfiability and syntactic equivalence of logical formulas over one or more theories.
The steps of this verification process are summarized as follows:
• Matching the Variables: To verify if two sets of constraints are equal, we omit the difference of variable names. However, we need to match the variables between two constraints based on their dependency of target pointers.
For instance, two pointer dereference a[i] = A and b[j] = B , the indexing variables are i and j respectively. During symbolic execution, they both will be replaced as symbolic variables, and we do not care much about the variables names. Thus, we can derive a precondition that i is equivalent to j for further analysis. This prior knowledge can be easily obtained through dependency analysis mentioned in Section 4. • Simplification: Given a memory safety condition S, it can contain multiple linear inequalities. For simplicity, the first step is to find possibly simpler expression S , which is equivalent to S. • Checking the Equivalence:To prove two sets of constraints S 1 == S 2 ,we only need to prove the negation of S 1 == S 2 is unsatisfiable. Example. Assuming we have two sets of constraints,
, where x 1 is equivalent to x 3 and x 2 is equivalent to x 4 . We then can solve that Not(S 1 == S 2 ) is unsatisfiable. Thus, S 1 == S 2 . S j = RemoveSubtrees(S j − D) 13: O n∈{i;j} = V ectornize(S n∈{i;j} ); 14: else 15: T=[] 16 : 17: T.append(U ncommon_Subtrees) 18: for t in T do 19: if
D. Formal Feedback to Vector Embedding
While using the formal method to verify if the two clone samples are true clones, we provide a feedback process to the vector embedding in code clone detection to reduce false positives. Since the code clone detection is based on the euclidean distance between data points over a code similarity threshold, the feedback is a mechanism to tune the feature vectors weights. Based on the constraints we obtained from symbolic execution, we are able to determine which type of variables or statements causing different constraints between two clone samples. We use such information to guide feedback to vector embedding in clone detection module. Now we describe a feedback mechanism to vector embedding in code clone detection if we observe false positives verified through the execution in Section III-C2.
To tune and adjust the weights in the feature vectors, we design an algorithm for our feedback. Algorithm 1 shows the steps of feedback in detail. Given a code similarity threshold S, It takes two clone samples (C i , C j ), corresponding AST sub-trees (S i , S j ) and feature vectors (V i , V j ) representing two code clones as inputs (line 1-4 in Algorithm 1), and we utilize a helper function LCS() to find the Longest Common Subsequence between two lists of sub-trees.
When the code clone samples are symbolically executed, we start by checking if the constraints, obtained from previous formal verification step, are equivalent. Then the feedback procedure after is conducted as two folds:
(1) If they indeed share the same constraints, we remove the uncommon subtrees (where can be treated as numerical weight as 0) as we now know they will not affect the output of constraints (line [10] [11] [12] [13] . This process is to make sure the remaining trees are identical so that they will be detected as code clone in the future.
(2) If they have different constraints, we obtain the uncommon subtrees from (S i , S j )(line 15-17) and add numerical weight, δ > 1.0, one by one. We iterate the list and we trace back to the vector using the vector index to adjust the weight δ for that specific location correspondingly (line [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . We initialize the weight δ as a random number which is greater than 1.0 and re-calculate the euclidean distance between two feature vectors. We repeat this process until the distance is out of current code similarity threshold S (line [19] [20] . This is designed to guarantee that these two code samples will not be considered as code clone in the future. Finally, the feedback can run in a loop fashion to eliminate false positives. The termination condition for our feedback loop is that no more false positives can be further eliminated or observed.
Example: Here, we give an example to illustrate how our formal feedback works. We use the false positive example showing in Figure 4 . Assuming the feature vectors are < 7, 2, 2, 2, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1 > and < 8, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 > respectively, where the ordered dimensions of vectors are occurrence counts of the relevant nodes: ID, Constant, ArrayRef, Assignment, StrucRef, BinaryOp, UnaryOp, Compound, and For. Based on the threshold defined in equation III-B, these two code fragments will be clustered as clones when S = 0.75. During the feedback loop, we first identify these 2 different nodes in each tree by finding the LCS. Assuming we initial the weight δ = 2 and add it to the corresponding dimension in the feature vectors, we can obtain the updated feature vectors as < 7, 1+1×δ, 1+1×δ, 1+1×δ, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1 > and < 7 + 1 × δ, 1, 1, 2, 1 × δ, 1, 1, 1, 1 >. We then re-calculate the euclidean distance of these two updated feature vectors, and they will be no longer satisfied within the threshold 2(1 − S) × min(S(C i ), S(C j )). Thus, we can eliminate such false positives in the future.
We instrument a source code symbolic executor, KLEE [3] and SMT solver Z3 [20] for our clone verification module. We develop a python script for our formal feedback module.
IV. EVALUATION
This section presents a detailed evaluation results of Twin-Finder against a tree-based code clone detection tool DECKARD [5] in terms of code clone detection, and conduct several case studies for applications security analysis.
A. Experiment Setup
We selected 7 different benchmarks from real-world applications: bzip2, hmmer and sphinx3 from SPEC2006 benchmark suite [1] ; man and gzip from Bugbench [9] ; thttpd-2.23beat1 [2] , a well-known lightweight sever and a lightweight browser links-2.14 [10] . We measure code clone quantity by the number of code clones that are detected before and after we use Twin-Finder for pointer analysis purpose. We conduct two experiments in terms of the following: code clones quantity, the flexibility of code similarity configuration and false positives analysis. We evaluated the effectiveness of Twin-Finder to show the optimal results Twin-Finder is able to achieve. The code similarity is set as 0.80 with feedback enabled to eliminate false positives until converge (no more false positives can be observed or eliminated) in the first experiment. Table I shows the size of the corresponding percentage of more code clones detected using our approach. As we can see, the results show that Twin-Finder is able to detect 393.68% more code clones on average compared to the clone detection without slicing and feedback, with the lowest as 128.80% in thttpd and highest up to 913.89% in gzip. Note that our approach achieves the best performance in two smaller benchmark gzip and man. That is because the number of identical code clones is relatively small in both applications (36 in gzip and 47 in man respectively). While using our approach, we harness the power of program slicing and feedback using formal analysis, which allows us to detect more true code clones.
B. Code Clones Detection
We further evaluated the coverage of code clones detected in terms of pointer-related code. We measured the total number of pointer-related lines of code (LoC) cross the entire program and the detected LoC using DECKARD and our approach as shown in Table II . It presents the total detected pointer related cloned lines, named as Domain Specific LoC (D.S LoC), using our approach. The percentage of D.S LoC ranges from 40.15% to 75.89%, while for DECKARD the number ranges from 9.57% to 32.51%. The results show that it is difficult to directly compare the coverage for different applications, because such results are usually sensitive to: (1) the type of application, such as sphinx3 has intensive pointer access, thus it has the highest clone coverage using our approach; (2) the different configurations may lead to different results(e.g.,different similarity S).
In the second experiment, we relaxed the code similarity threshold from 1.00 to 0.70 to show our approach is capable to detect many more code clones within a flexible user-defined configuration. However, it is reasonable to expect more false positives to occur.
To tackle such false positives issue, we enabled a closed-loop feedback to vector embeddingIn this experiment, we applied our feedback as soon as we observed two code clone samples having different constraints through our clone verification process. We executed several iterations of our feedback until the percentage of false positives converged (no more false positives can be eliminated or observed). Figure 6 presents the number of true code clones detected in thttpd and links from our approach (drawn as the red line in each figure) and the number of iterations for feedback needed to converge (shown as the bar plot in each figure) correspondingly. We also repeated the same experiments with three different code similarities setups in other smaller benchmarks. Table III shows the results. As expected, we are able to detect more true code clones while we reduce the code similarity.
C. Feedback for False Positives Elimination
We analyzed the number of false positives that could be eliminated by our approach. Here, we chose bzip, thttpd and Links as representative applications to show the results. set to 0.7. Here, we are able to eliminate 99.32%, 89.0%, and 86.74% of false positives in bzip2, thttpd and Links respectively. The results show our feedback mechanism can effectively remove the majority of false positives admitted from code clone detection. The performance of our feedback is sensitive to different programs due to different program behaviors and program size. Finally, our feedback may not be able to remove 100% of false positives, that is because there are several special cases that we cannot remove them using current implementation, such as multiple branches or indirect memory access with the value of array index derived from another pointer.
V. RELATED WORK Code clone detection. Traditional text-based or tree-based approaches are still not sufficient to detect semantics-similar code clones. Thus, learning-based approaches have been developed over the past three years. White et al. [11] first proposes deep neural network (DNN) based code clone detection in source code. But still, they are not able to detect non-contiguous and intertwined code clones. Komondoor et al. [8] also make the use of program slicing and dependence analysis to find noncontiguous and intertwined code clones. But they are trying to find isomorphic subgraphs from program dependency graph in order to identify code clones, where the computing of graph comparison is more expensive. And they do not apply a variant code similarity metric and formal analysis.
Learning-based approach for code analysis. Prior work have studied bug/vulnerabilities using learning based approaches [18] , [17] , [14] , [12] , [13] . StatSym [19] proposes frameworks combining statistical and formal analysis for vulnerable path discovery. SIMBER [15] proposes a statistical inference framework to eliminate redundant bound checks and improve the performance of applications without sacrificing security. In this paper, we develop an integrated framework that harnesses the effectiveness of code clone detection and formal analysis techniques on source code at scale.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a novel framework, Twin-Finder, a pointer-related code clone detector for source code, that can automatically identify related codes from large code bases and perform code clone detection. We evaluated our approach using real-world applications, such as SPEC 2006 benchmark suite.
Our results show Twin-Finder is able to detect up to 9× more code clones comparing to conventional code clone detection approaches and remove an average 91.69% false positives.
